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Company Information

Headquarters

Industry

Web site

AmSty is a leading integrated producer of polystyrene and styrene monomer, offering solutions and services to customers in a variety 
of global markets. AmSty operates seven manufacturing plants across the U.S. and Latin America. The company’s research and 
development team in Marietta, Ohio, has been the catalyst for several important inventions in plastics technology, including 
PolyRenew® which is made from recycled materials; high impact resin for print applications; and light weight foam resin (patent 
pending).

The company takes social and environmental responsibility seriously and remains committed to investing in recycling system 
improvements to ensure the growth of polystyrene sustainability. Guided by the vision that no polystyrene product should ever have 
to go to a landfill, AmSty employees strive towards a day when recycling is simplified. For everyone to participate in recycling 
effectively, all plastics should go into one recycling bin. AmSty leadership is committed to its core beliefs and will continue to work 
towards the success of its published sustainability goals.

AmSty has taken a leadership role in the work towards finding solutions for plastic waste recovery. Along with partner company 
Agilyx, AmSty formed Regenyx the world’s first commercial scale post-consumer polystyrene recycling recycling facility in Tigard, 
Oregon. Regenyx uses a de-conversion process to turn polystyrene back into its original feedstock, thus creating an economic 
pathway for waste materials to be returned to the styrenics value chain.

https://amsty.com/

Chemicals

The Woodlands, TX
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Challenge

Solution

Outcome

Int4 Interface Testing Tool 

(Int4 IFTT) allowed AmSty to 

quickly and efficiently move 

to SAP CPI in a fraction of 

what was previously 

envisaged possible.

The no-code Int4 IFTT user 

interface empowered our 

SAP functional configurators 

to feel confident about the 

integrity of our new CPI 

messaging platform.

Every member of the Int4 

consulting services staff was 

a true professional! We were 

delighted with the outcome 

of this collaborative 

consulting services 

engagement.

AmSty & Int4

To future-proof their investment, AmSty elected to recreate their 40 existing PI interfaces to CPI; to adopt SAP 

Cloud Platform Alert Notification Service; and to adopt SAP Identity Authentication Service and Identity Provision 

Service.  AmSty utilized Int4 IFTT to automate SIT and regression testing processes.

All existing SAP PI interfaces were successfully productionalized in CPI in just twelve weeks.

Int4 IFTT was instrumental in expediently validating CPI configurations and thus served as a key project 

accelerant.

70%

SAP announced that SAP Process Integration(PI) 7.4 Dual Stack was out of maintenance as of 31 Dec 2020.  

AmSty thus had to upgrade their PI system to SAP NetWeaver 7.5 OR migrate to SAP Cloud Platform 

Integration (CPI).

Zero occurrence of 

high priority/critical 

incident during 1 

month of hyper-

care support

0
Test cases created 

with Int4 IFTT to 

cover all permutations 

of integrated 

processes.

10,000

SAP PI 7.4 migration to SAP CPI

70% reduction of 

time required for 

testing phase with 

automated testing 

using Int4 IFTT
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Participating Partner Information 

Int4 designs and delivers SAP integration solutions. With our field-proven SAP Process Integration 

expertise that includes not only technical knowledge but also business awareness you are assured of 

speed of execution and the power to leverage you budget. Int4 offers turnkey project approach that 

means that we provide consultants with techno/functional knowledge across entire SAP ERP 

application environment.

Int4 developed Int4 IFTT – an SAP API based testing tool that fully automates integration testing for 

SAP PO, SAP CPI and SAP S/4HANA application interfaces without the need for incremental 

hardware.

Int4

Int4 delivered seamless migration from SAP PI to SAP CPI ahead of time in 14 weeks, 

ensuring defectless go-live and hypercare.
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Business Challenges and Objectives

Challenges:

• Migrate 40 interfaces from existing PI 7.4 dual stack (in SAP HEC environment) to SAP Cloud Platform 

Integration before end-of-life support for PI 7.4 and in accordance with IT freeze windows

• Do not negatively impact communications to banking and transportation partners, as a result of this 

significant technical upgrade.

• Motivate software partners that are not yet CPI ready to offer CPI compatible solutions

Objectives:

• Reimplement 40 SAP PI 7.4 interfaces on SAP CPI – while providing robust knowledge transfer to the SAP 
support staff.

• Switch existing PI interfaces using 7.4 CIDX adapter to SFTP

• Implement modern alert notification mechanism and integrate to ServiceNow

• Implement SAP Identity Management (IDS/IPS) tools to protect the CPI platform

• Move to production within 3 months, whilst creating minimal business risk
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Project or Use Case Details

• Recreated 40 legacy SAP PI mappings in 

CPI.  

• PI CIDX 2.0.2 Non RNO format 

HTTP LoadTenderMotor mappings 

were converted to non RNO SFTP 

format.

• Switched all inbound/outbound 

interfaces (including Receipt 

Acknowledgements) to NonRNO.

• Routed Receipt Acknowledgements 

to a new outgoing folder on the 

SFTP server

Created approximately 10,000 automated test 

cases with the Int4 IFTT to automatically assess 

the quality of the CPI configuration/settings.

• Int4 IFTT allowed previous PI inbound 

production data to be retransmitted through 

the new CPI config and for the CPI outbound 

results to be automatically compared to the 

previous production PI outputs.

• Int4 IFTT compared messages from their 

original reference and the previous version of 

PI to confirm exact output match.

• Int4 IFTT test cases were repeatable and 

adjustable to support multiple rapid micro-

development cycles, while avoiding rejections 

for duplicates. This made it quick and easy to 

verify the effectiveness of changes.

• CPI rapid switch enablement option enabled a 

short cutover window.

• NOTE:  This automation allowed SIT and UAT  

to be completed in just four weeks for ALL 

messaging partners.

Integration Flow Design

• Instituted a single point of entry to manage the dynamic 

routing of messages from sender systems to lower the 

complexity of the system initialization  and future 

maintenance.

Alert Notifications

• Implemented queue based advanced error handling so 

that a transient connectivity loss does not interrupt the 

process.

• Implemented Alert Notification Service

• Send email notifications of errors

• Automatically create ticket in ServiceNow system 

for system errors.  This required significant 

changes in standard SAP-delivered content.

• The alerts message script is modifiable to adopt 

required format from ServiceNow to identify the 

Event/Alert.

Identity Management

• Adopted SAP Identity Authentication Service and Identity 

Provision Service.

Adopt CPI for SAP 

Messaging

Automatically Qualify New 

Mappings
System Optimizations
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Business or Social IT (optional) Human Empowerment

Benefits and Outcomes

• Adoption of SAP’s 

strategic messaging 

platform was a strategic 

enabler towards move to 

S/4 HANA

• Automated qualification of 

new CPI mappings with 

partners (in four weeks) 

was a positive game 

changer.

• New CPI configuration did 

not create post go-live 

incidents or business 

interruptions.

• Ability to test and qualify 

new mappings in just four 

weeks was critical, given 

competing corporate 

priorities and the difficulty 

of aligning AmSty test 

schedules with banks and 

carriers

• Enablement of integration 

of SAP Alert Notification 

Service to Service Now 

means that alerts can be 

easily monitored and 

rationed 7x24x365 by 

support teams.  Thus, 

business owners are not 

unnecessarily notified in 

off-hours

• Strong CPI consulting 

expertise from INT4 Team 

facilitated sound decisions 

based on best practices.
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Architecture

SAP HANA
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SAP® technologies used:

Date Number of 

users

Deployment status

Deployment

If you have used one or more of the services or support offerings from SAP Services and Support during the implementation or 

deployment phase, please indicate which one(s) below with an

SAP MaxAttention™

SAP Value Assurance

SAP ActiveAttention™

SAP Model Company

SAP Advanced Deployment 

Others:

X   

SAP Innovation Services SAP Innovative Business Solutions

01.12.2020 9

Live

SAP product

Deployment status 

(live or proof of concept [POC]) Contribution to project

1 SAP Cloud Platform Integration Live Integration between SAP backend and third-party systems

2 SAP Cloud Platform Alert Notification Live Automatic error alerting to multiple channels

3 SAP Identity Authentication Service POC

4 SAP Identity Provision Service. POC

5
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies (1 of 2)

Technology or use case Product used* Contribution to project and how product used integrates with SAP products

1 Advanced cloud integration Cloud Platform 

Integration

Integration between SAP backend and third-party systems

2 Cloud alert notification
In case of an error in CPI interface basing on certain 

conditions email and webhook alerts are sent

Alert Notification Automatic error alerting to multiple channels

3 Interface testing tool
Basing on productive data test driven development was 

introduced

Int4 IFTT The tool sends productive, historical messages to test/development CPI tenant and 

compares the results with current interface output from production (PI). During the 

project around 10000 test cases were performed which eliminated the need to test 

manually 

4 SAP Identity Authentication 

Service and SAP Identity 

Provision Service. 

IAS / IPS Identity management across SAP Cloud Platform

*If this is not an SAP product, explain how it integrates with SAP products.
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Additional Information


